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The Seeds
of our Future
The struggle to maintain one’s identity
and culture outside of his or her homeland is
not a new one for Armenians. For centuries,
we have survived exile, domination under
foreign powers and life on foreign soil.
Despite even the decimation wrought
by the Genocide, Armenians everywhere
transformed their existence from one of
refugees, orphans, and scarred survivors
to flourishing, tight-knit and successful
communities. Through the invaluable
strength of organization, we were able to
build new schools, churches, and cultural
institutions. Thanks to the perseverance
and will of our parents and grandparents,
the youth of today were provided the proper
avenues for maintaining their identity and
preserving their heritage in the diaspora.
But this struggle to stay Armenian outside
of our indigenous homeland has always been
daunting. In the Western societies of Europe
and North America, especially, the fight
against assimilation and apathy is a daily
challenge. The cultural homogenization now
propelled around the world by the process
of globalization has only further expanded
this obstacle.
Adding to this complexity of life in
the diaspora is the changing landscape of
communities themselves. An influx of more
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recently arrived immigrants from Armenia
has challenged the traditional dynamics
of many diasporan communities. What’s
more, regaining an independent Armenian
Republic--one with all the powers available
to a state and an impetus to engage the
seeds of its nation spread across the globe-has opened a new page for what lies in the
future.
These realities demand the need to take a
fresh new look at the state of the Armenian
Diaspora and grapple with the modern
challenges that face it. In this special TriRegional AYF collaborative issue, we set out
to do just that.
One thing continues to remain crystal
clear: more than ever, it is the responsibility
of the youth today to recognize the
accomplishments of previous generations
so as to build upon them with vigor and
determination, and ensure an even brighter
future for generations to come.
The countless Armenian diasporan
communities and the Republic itself are like
the seeds of a sunflower. While some are
larger than others, they exist in unison to
form our blossoming Armenian Nation.
It’s up to our generation to keep that
flower beautiful.

exploring Repatriation
through photographs
AN INTERVIEW WITH ARSINEH KHACHIKIAN
by Ara Khachatourian

Photos by Arsineh Khachikian

ASBAREZ: The book chronicles your life as an individual who goes through that process. Tell me about
how you came up with this concept—the book.

because I was involved in so many aspects of the Armenian community in the US, as well as in Armenia,
I felt it was a good way to show that perspective—the
active Armenian’s type of perspective—on all of these
different aspects of our community, from cultural to
political to community
centers and just every
day life. And, since I
had collected so many
photos throughout the
years, that was the way
I wanted to convey the
message. The fact that I
grew up in the US and
moved to Armenia is
something that I think a
lot of people will be doing
in the future. I wanted to
make my mark and tell
my story to inspire other
people to do it as well,
and give them a little
more incentive to do it.
The most important
aspect of it is that I believe Armenians have a
very unique place in the
world, where we have a
very large Diaspora relative to the population in
Armenia. It’s a unique
story; I thought one person out of millions of
Armenians around the
world can tell a story that
relates to everybody else.
That’s the reaction I’ve
gotten from other people--that they can relate to it,
that they know what it’s like to live in a foreign country
and feel so attached to their identity, and search for
their identity as well.

A.K.: I was looking for a way to tell this story
through my photos: about the Armenian experience.
The only way I knew how was to tell my story. So,

ASBAREZ: That has largely happened in the
United States because we have the infrastructure for
it—the organizations, the churches, the schools. How

Arsineh Khachikian repatriated to Armenia in
2006. She tells a story of a diaspora upbringing and
a life-long calling from the homeland through personal photographs she has compiled in a book called
“My Nation: The Trails and Trials of an Armenian
Repatriate.” Asbarez newspaper English Editor Ara
Khachatourian interviewed
Khachikian about her book.
They explore issues of identity and repatriation in a
frank conversation that is
presented below.
ASBAREZ: Your book
is called “My Nation: The
Trails and Trials of an Armenian Repatriate.” What
is a repatriate?
ARSINEH KHACHIKIAN:
A lot of people have a very
specific definition of it. For
me it’s a little more broad.
It’s somebody that returns
to what they call their homeland, with the intention of
living, and staying and contributing to society. I moved
to Armenia twice, the first
time in 2001 and then in
2006 with the intention of
staying. And I am becoming
part of every day life, doing
business and living there
as if I were a citizen—as if I
were a repatriate.
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Citizens gathered in Yerevan after Turkish-Armenian journalist Hrant Dink’s assassination in Istanbul in 2007.

about in the communities that don’t? How will they
relate to the book, in your opinion?
A.K.: The one place that I can think of--that I have
been to--that may not have as large a community as we
do is Dubai. I went to Dubai and a lot of people I met
there have this feeling that they missed out on it, but
they still have this connection to other Armenians.
I have met a lot of Armenians who end up in random places where there are very few Armenians, but
they still feel this need to connect. Even in America,
we might not have huge communities in every single
city, but in places like Iowa, Wisconsin or Alabama, I
have met people who want to connect to something so
they can continue their Armenianness.
I think that no matter what Armenians generally
grow up with this sense of community and family,
that one way or another they are going to relate to
the book.
There are parts of it that I believe express the individual—personal—side of me, of my own childhood,
of my going to an American school where there are no
Armenians, that many people also face as well. So, I
think there’s a little bit of everything for Armenians
to relate to.
ASBAREZ: In your opinion, having lived in Armenia, why is there a misunderstanding?
A.K.: I think we’ve had little exposure to each
other. As much as diasporans have gone to Armenia,
and Armenians have visited the diaspora communities,
0 4 . SPRING. 2 0 0 9. H A Y T O U G

I think there are still a lot of people who haven’t been
thoroughly exposed to each community. A lot of people
that I’ve met in Armenia have false impressions that
they’ve heard through word of mouth, so they don’t
really understand it.
I think we need to engage in a lot more conversation. We need to interact with each other in order to
understand each other.
While I’ve been touring, I’ve talked to a lot of people
whose experience in Armenia lasted only for two weeks
and they have experiences that either turn them on or
turn them off. I’ve been living there for three years,
and I’ve gone many times before that. I’ve been going
there since 1994 and every single experience is quite
different—good and bad. So, it’s hard to judge what
defines Armenia in a couple of weeks or a couple of
months--likewise for people of Armenia to judge what
the diaspora is like based on one person they’ve met.
We have just as many different types of Armenians in
the diaspora as they do in Armenia. We have to appreciate that. I think it’s very important for us to start
sharing these ideas and thoughts with each other, so
there is less miscommunication.
ASBAREZ: Please, talk about the process of putting the book together.
A.K.: It was actually a year long process. It started
with conversations with friends of mine who said “you
have a lot of photos and they tell an interesting story.
You should do something with it. You should publish
a book.”

For me, the beginning of it was figuring out what
story to tell. As I mentioned before, I felt like the only
way to talk about the Armenian experience is through
my own eyes—through my own photos. So, I started
writing down my memories from childhood, starting
from my first memory when I was three years old, and
writing about major events through each stage of my
life that affected me--things that stood out to me that
may have changed my life. Like going to many protests when I was eight years old during the Karabakh
movement and being involved in the earthquake relief
efforts and watching my mother go to Armenia after
the earthquake.
So, I went through all of these memories and I
researched to see what events took place in the last
20 years to figure out how I reacted to them and what
photos I had that show not just my involvement, or
perspective on it, but everybody else’s around me.
I went through memory after memory after
memory, finding the photos that spoke to each story;
those thoughts and those events—those images in my
head.
Editing was, maybe, the hardest part--going
through every single photo that I had and taking the
ones that speak the truth. I may have left some of my
favorite photos out of the book, but these [the photos
in the book] are the ones that best tell the story.
ASBAREZ: What other projects do you have
coming up?
A.K.: Tons! I don’t know where to begin. For
now I’m just freelance designing in Armenia and I’ll
always be doing the small projects in between. But, I
have a few ideas related to photography, like opening
a photo studio in Armenia. I’m thinking of organizing
some sort of media conference in Armenia. For me
the most important projects are the ones that bring
talent from abroad to Armenia to engage in these types
of conferences that allow people to exchange ideas. I
think one of the industries that needs that extra push
is media, from television to journalism to photography
to design and the arts I think that might be my next
big project.

work, get the experience and go.
Why is it important? Because, I think Armenians
tend to struggle a lot around the world in terms of
figuring out what being Armenian means to them and,
I think for their sake, if I can be one example to show
that living in Armenia brings that identity issue to an
end. Not a complete end, but I do have that sense that
I’m now complete. I know where I belong and I don’t
have to search anymore to figure out “do I fit in here or
do I fit in there?” If people in Armenia don’t like me,
that’s fine. I am where I want to be. And, I think it’s
important for people to realize that that’s possible.
ASBAREZ: Why does one’s search for, as you say,
one’s Armenian identity come to an end?
A.K.: I struggled a lot with it, because I was torn
between my American and my Armenian identities.
I was going to an American school in Virginia where
people didn’t know where Armenia was on the map.
They thought that I was from Romania! Then, I was
going to Armenian school on the weekends, where
Armenians were coming together and it was like we
shut out the American world. I felt schizophrenic
because I was entering two different worlds on a weekly
basis trying to figure out who I’m supposed to be that
day! I asked myself, “Why do I have to deprive myself
of this Armenian aspect all the time?” I constantly felt
like I had to sacrifice Armenian things in order to do my
job. I felt like combining the two; if I work as a designer
in Armenia, then I think I’m combining everything that
I want to do. In the end it worked out for me. I really
enjoy it. I have my frustrations, but, in the end I wake
up every day feeling happy about my life and go to bed
every day feeling the same exact way.
Arsineh Khachikian’s “My Nation: The Trails and
Trials of an Armenian Repatriate” can be purchased
at Sardarabad bookstore in Glendale, California or
online at sardarabad.com.

ASBAREZ: Why do you think people should
repatriate?
A.K.: I believe that people who have thought about
and could see it happening should take it seriously.
It’s a very personal choice. It’s a very difficult choice.
For me it was an easy one because I was in the right
situation and I was at a point in my career that it made
sense. Although I had stayed in the US to save up in
order to go back. So it wasn’t that easy, but for me it
was my plan. I had set out to stay in the US to save up,
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ARMENIA VS.
DIASPORA:

The Myth of Diverging Interests Over the Genocide
by Serouj Aprahamian

When asked in 2007 at the National Press Club in Washington,
DC why he thought the “historic
issue” of the Armenian Genocide
continues to come up again and
again all over the world, Turkish
Prime Minister Tayyip Erdogan
responded by saying:
“This is a problem of the Armenian Diaspora. The Armenian
Diaspora is looking for a way to
create some sort of benefits for
itself and this is what they have
found. If it works, then they look
to achieve some gains from it. If
not, the world will have lost a lot
of time.”
A few months later, on the
eve of the US House Foreign Affairs Committee’s adoption of
the Armenian Genocide Resolution (H.Res.106), the State Department’s Assistant Secretary
for Eurasian Affairs, Dan Fried,
called for the defeat of the measure so that “Turkish-Armenian
relations will move ahead strongly
and in a positive way.” He added,
“There are many people in Armenia who also, obviously would like
to have better relations with Turkey. These are serious people and
I think good partners for Turkey if
we can get past this resolution.”
So, the argument goes, the issue of the Armenian Genocide is
simply a concern of the Armenian
diaspora and those living in Armenia are more interested in forget-
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ting the past and gaining Turkey’s
friendship. This line has been parroted ad nauseam, at least, since
Armenia’s 1991 independence.
Ankara and Washington, among
others, have gone to great lengths
to paint the diaspora as “extremists” obsessed with the Genocide,
as opposed to Armenia which
is much more “reasonable” and
willing to “move forward from its
past.”
This article will attempt to show
that, especially when it comes
to the issue of the Genocide, this
notion of diverging interests be-

tween Armenia and the diaspora
is utterly and ridiculously false.
The fact that it is repeated so often has more to do with a political
desire to divide the Armenian nation than with any factual grounding in reality. Indeed, if anything,
Armenians living in Armenia are
just as equally, if not more, adamant about achieving justice for
the Genocide than those in the diaspora.

History as a Guide

Those who are serious about
evaluating the argument that the

This summer, Armenian President Serzh Sarkissian met with his Turkish counterpart Abdullah Gul in Yerevan amid a sea of demonstrators in the background
calling on Turkey to recognize the Armenian Genocide.

Armenian Public Opinion on Genocide Recognition
and Relations with Turkey, 2003-2008
Title of Poll

Polling Agency

Date

Results

Aslan Group,
Arlex International

May
2003

80% of Armenians in Armenia and 70% in
the Diaspora believe international recognition of the Genocide should be one of the top
priorities for Armenia’s leaders

Armenian Center for National and International Studies

April
2004

93.5% of respondents in Armenia believe
their government “should claim reparations
from Turkey” and 80.8% believe it is “the role
of the Republic of Armenia to contribute to
the recognition of the Genocide by Turkey”

Sociometer

April
2005

90% of respondents said Armenia should
not normalize relations with Turkey if this
requires giving up territorial claims or without Turkey’s acknowledgement of the 1915
Genocide

“Armenian National
Voices”

USAID, Baltic Surveys/The
Gallup Organization

July
2006

“Prospects for ArmenianTurkish Relations”

Armenian Center for National and International Studies

Oct.
2007

76% of Armenian respondents believe reconciliation with Turkey is either impossible or
unlikely unless Armenia capitulates to Turkey’s preconditions

“Political Segmentation in
Armenia”

Baltic Surveys/The Gallup
Organization and
IPM Georgia

Nov.
2008

46.3% of Armenians polled say “Armenia
should be very careful in its relations with
Turkey” and another 25% believe “We should
not cooperate with Turkey until the Armenian Genocide is recognized”

“Armenia 2020”
“The Armenian Genocide:
90 Years and Waiting”

“Poll of Armenian Youth”

Genocide is an issue exclusive to
the diaspora would do well to take
a brief look at history.
First of all, more than half of
the current citizens of Armenia
trace their family roots to Western
Armenia and have relatives who
were direct victims of the World
War I Genocide. These families
fled to Armenia either as survivors
during the massacres or later as
survivors and children of survivors
repatriating to Armenia during
the waves of nerkaght immigration from the diaspora. Those who
ended up in Soviet Armenia held
on to a very strong identification
with the culture, life and history of
their ancestral towns and villages
in Western Armenia.
Similarly, it is worth remembering where the modern interna-

tional campaign to attain recognition and justice for the Genocide
was initially sparked. It was in
Yerevan in 1965—on the 50th anniversary of the Genocide—where
the people took to the streets, in an
unprecedented display of defiance
to the Soviet state, and held mass
demonstrations calling for “Our
Lands! Our Lands” and “Justice!
Justice!” This was a major wakeup call to the entire Armenian nation and, in Armenia itself, forced
the Soviet authorities to allow the
building of the Tsitsernakapert
Genocide Memorial in 1968, as a
way to appease the growing wave
of nationalist sentiment.
However, this sentiment did
not die but only resurfaced in the
form of underground organizations and groups such as the Na-

51% of Armenians said that the border with
Turkey “should not be opened” unless Turkey
recognizes the Genocide

tional Unification Party (NUP),
which called for the return of
Western Armenian lands and reparations for the Genocide, among
other demands. By 1974, there
were some 80 Armenian activists
imprisoned for such nationalist
activity in Soviet Armenia.
As another indication of the
attachment Armenian citizens always held for the Genocide, one
of the most striking factors of the
movement for Artsakh’s independence in the late 1980s was the
prevalence of similarities and connections made to the Genocide of
1915. From the slogans used in
mass demonstrations to the accounts of those involved in the
movement, it has been shown that
the tragedy which befell Armenians at the hands of Turkey was
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fresh on the minds of those suffering and resisting Azeri occupation
and oppression.

ognition front, but also to move
further into securing proper restitution for the crime that was committed against it.
One year later, a 2006 Sociometer Poll found that 90% of young
Armenian citizens were against
normalization of relations with
Turkey if this required giving up
Armenians’ territorial claims or
came without Turkey’s recognition of the Genocide. Again, rather
than seeing a passive or indiffer-

any sort of relations until Turkey
recognized the Genocide. Do the
math and you can see that the vast
majority of Armenians in Armenia, again, are not eager to forget
Public Opinion
the past and place heavy emphasis
Aside from the historical reon achieving justice for the Armecord documenting the centrality
nian Genocide.
the Genocide has always played in
These same basic results are
the politics and life of Armenians
seen
over and over again in countin Armenia, let us come more up
less
other
public opinion polls and
to date and see what Armeniansurveys
(see
Chart A). Whenever
citizens have been expressing in
Armenian
citizens are
public opinion surveys
asked
such
questions
over the course of the
they
actually
tend to
last decade.
take
a
more
asserIn a 2003 survey
tive
position
on
the
of both Armenians in
Genocide
than
many
the diaspora and Ardiasporans
would.
menia conducted by
Aside
from
whether
the Aslan Group and
or not this consensus
Arlex International,
in Armenia gets fully
nearly 80% of Artranslated into govmenians in Armenia
ernment policy, the
said they believe that
simple fact of the mat“international recogter is that Armenians
nition of the Genoliving in Armenia
cide should be one of
care deeply about the
the top priorities for
Genocide and share a
Armenia’s leaders.”
similar, if not higher,
This was in comparilevel of support for
son to their counterrecognition and repaparts in the diaspora, Youths protested Abdullah Gul’s visit to Armenia this summer.
ration
efforts as those
only 70% of whom
in
the
diaspora.
shared the same
ent population in Armenia, we
view. Thus, we see in this case that
see one that is overwhelmingly in
the Armenians living in Armenia
Recent Developments
agreement—one would probably
actually had a more steadfast apFor those who still might not
be lucky to get 90% agreement
proach to the Genocide than those
be convinced by the historical reon this in the diaspora—about the
in the diaspora.
cord and public opinion data, it
need to resist Turkey’s efforts at
A similar finding occurred on
is worth pointing out a few other
denying and avoiding the consethe 90th anniversary of the Arkey observations from recent dequences of the Genocide it commenian Genocide, when a poll
velopments that further reveal the
mitted.
was carried out by the Armenian
nature of Armenia’s stance on the
More recently, an October
Center for National International
Genocide.
2008 survey was carried out by
Studies which found 93.5% of reIn October 2007, when the US
the Gallup Organization in which
spondents in Armenia saying that
House Foreign Affairs Committee
respondents were asked about
their government should claim
passed H.Res.106, government
the overtures from Armenia and
reparations from Turkey and anand opposition politicians alike
Turkey surrounding the so-called
other 80% insisting that it was the
in Armenia openly welcomed the
‘soccer diplomacy’ process. The
role of the government in Armenia
passage and gave a standing ovaresults were that 47.3% of responto actively push for Turkey’s rection in the parliament. Despite
dents felt that “Armenia should
ognition. This clearly illustrates
pressure from Turkey and the
be very careful in its relations
an Armenian citizenry that wants
US, these parliamentarians went
with Turkey” and another 25% exto see its leaders not only more
on record calling for a full official
pressed opposition to establishing
engaged on the international recrecognition vote by the entire US
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House. Similar support and elation was witnessed all throughout
the press and society in Armenia.
More recently, when the head
of the Armenian Football Federation, oligarch Ruben “Nemets
Rubo” Hairapetyan, decided to remove the image of Ararat from the
logo of Armenia’s team in the runup to their soccer match against
Turkey, citizens throughout the
country raised such an uproar that
the Federation was forced to reinstate the logo. Hairapetyan himself publicly admitted, “We could
not imagine that the change of the
Football Federation’s logo could
elicit such a wide response and
become a politicized matter.”
Finally, on December 9, an
open letter signed by over 300 of
Armenia’s leading academics, artists and intellectuals was sent to
Turkey’s President, Abdullah Gul,
calling on him to recognize the
Genocide as a necessary condition
for Armenian-Turkish relations.
The letter insists that the crime of
Genocide “has no statutory limitation” and states, “We should all
accept the fact that Ottoman Turkey is responsible for the genocidal crime against Armenians, while
today’s Turkish state has inherited
this responsibility. The current
Turkish diplomacy and propaganda cannot cover up this macabre
page of our history.”
All three of these examples are
recent expressions of the Armenian people’s determination to ensure proper recognition and restitution from Turkey on this matter.
These are expressions originating
from within the mainstream of
Armenian society and reflect the
reality that the centrality of the
Genocide is anything but a strictly
diaspora concern.

Facts in Perspective

This cursory review of some of
the vast body of evidence debunking the myth that Armenia and the
diaspora have conflicting interests

on the issue of the Armenian Genocide should be enough to put to rest
this silly notion once and for all.
Nevertheless, we can expect that
the agents of Ankara and Washington will find it in their interests
to continue ignoring the facts and
parroting this myth in the hopes of
dividing the Armenian nation in its
struggle for justice.
Unfortunately, it is also likely
that officials in Yerevan may continue to succumb to certain geopolitical and economic pressures to
stay pliant over this issue. Hence,
we can expect that the overwhelming consensus of the Armenian citizenry for proper recognition and
reparations for the crime of the
Genocide will not be adequately
reflected in Armenian government
policy anytime soon.
It is in this light that the role of
the diaspora in the overall struggle
for recognition and justice becomes
all the more critical. Those of us
who live in relative freedom, economic prosperity, and comfort in
the West have a special obligation
to be the torchbearers of the Armenian Cause throughout the world.
We must represent the interests of
our people in national and international circles with an understanding that we have certain privileges
in the realm of political and economic activity that our brothers
and sisters in Armenia do not.
When it comes to the importance of achieving justice for the
Genocide, there is absolutely no
difference between an Armenian in
Armenia and one in the diaspora.
The only difference lies in the resources, advantages, opportunities
and institutions available for each
actor to make this goal a reality.
Let us never forget that, as Armenians, we share the same interests in the Armenian Cause no
matter where we may be in the
world. With this reality in mind, we
can more effectively move forward,
united and working together to
achieve all our just aspirations.
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“Open Letter to the President of the Turkish Republic, Abdullah Gul,” December 9, 2008
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The Armenian Diaspora in the
Eastern USA and the Homeland
by Sossi Essajanian
“There once was, and there once was not…” This
sentence has served as the beginning to many Armenian fairytales as they weave stories about the handsome prince, the peasant girl, or the poor beggar who
sings beautiful songs to lure the animals to feast with
him. With such a standard commencement, the listener is left wondering if the entire world just described really existed or not. Unlike “Once upon a time…” which
insinuates a moment once did exist, the Armenian version leaves one in doubt if such a place existed. These
questions are familiar to Armenians in the Eastern USA
in cities such as Boston, New York, Philadelphia and
Providence as we think about where we live and how
much we consider “home” as tied with our identity.
Three generations removed from their ancestral
lands and living in the Eastern USA, Armenian youth
still learn about the ancient city of Ani and the Holy
Cross Church on Akhtamar Island as great cites of Armenian history as well as places of trauma and death.
They also use names of cities and villages employed
during Ottoman and pre-Ottoman times to refer to
these locations even though today many are not used
in Turkey as the actual city names. Frequently when
asked “Where is your family from?” many use these old
city names to establish relations creating the sense that
they still exist. But establishing a historic connection to
these places is not merely an end it itself.
Anthropologist Susan Pattie discusses the various
conceptualizations of diaspora that might be applied to
the Armenian case. She refers to William
Safran’s
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understanding of diaspora as an eventual return to the
homeland, as well as Robin Cohen’s counter argument
against the concept of homeland that there may be
positives for living in the diaspora. However, in the Armenian case Pattie concludes that “this tangled mass of
approaches to the question of ethnic identity and diaspora/homeland relations is highly appropriate.” Adding to this complexity for the recent generation is the
opportunity to visit the Republic of Armenia. Through
the help of various internship and volunteer programs
diasporans from the East Coast of the United States
have joined others around the world in visiting Armenia and returning to the homeland. But how many consider moving there for good?
Thus for many Armenian-Americans living in the
Eastern USA the idea of home and homeland seem to
differ, making the diaspora here so grounded. Pattie
notes that “with each generation in place, diaspora becomes more comfortable and a home itself.” In conversations with diasporan Armenians about culture Pattie
writes that for them homeland is implicit; it is a group
of behaviors and traditions that when changed, “the
culture is lost or in danger of being lost.”
In the Eastern USA Armenian youth grow up with
the option to be Armenian or not. It seems as though
the Armenian culture of community directly collides
with the American mentality of individualism. Thus,
many cities’ Armenian “areas” do not exist where one
can find all Armenian churches, stores, and businesses
within walking distance of each other; one has to commute via car, bus or train in order to reach an Armenian Center, club, or church. Thus Armenian identity
seems to be one of choice; it is not imposed and one has
to seek out those places to find things that will make
them Armenian.
In her recent essay “Learning to be Armenian: Understanding the Process of Ethnic Identity Development
for Armenian Adolescents” Ani Yezedjian echoes these
sentiments when she says that “although the existence
of cultural markers can provide tools for individuals
and institutions to manipulate, their existence alone
will not ensure the persistence of the ethnic group.”
So let us no longer say “there once was and was not”;
let us make our home and homeland one and flower
Armenia with our talents, passion, and humanity.
Sossi Essajanian is an AYF Alumnus
from the New York “Hayortik” Chapter.

Rock out in argentina
They’re Armenian. They’re Argentinean.
They’re Los Armenios. They’re the Armenian
music sensation coming out of South America.
This exciting new band is made up of Mariela
Moumdjian, Pablo Kaloustian, Jacqui Boghossian, Gabriel Giogourtzian, and Juan Abadjian,
all of whom met as youth in the Armenian community of Buenos Aires, Argentina. Each one of
them came from a different area in this community and grew up listening to different styles of
music.
The bandmembers all attended separate Armenian schools where they forged their passion
for Armenian culture early on. Pablo and Gabriel went to St. Gregory School, Jacqui went to
AGBU, Mariela attended the Mekhitarian School
of Buenos Aires and Juan, the Tertzakian Institute. In addition, they stayed active in the Armenian community through such organizations as
the AYF and Homenetmen, competing regularly
in sporting events and various community activities.
Naturally, with such an upbringing and circle
of friends, the band members had a great sense
of Armenian pride; they felt the need to combine
this pride with their creative talents and form an

Armenian band.
Los Armenios has achieved a great deal of notoriety since the release of their first album Republica Diaspora (“Republic of the Diaspora”)
in December 2006 and when they were nominated in 2007 for an Armenian Music Award for
best alternative album. When asked if there was
one piece of advice they would give to the Armenian diaspora, Moumdjian urged the following:
“Make an effort to keep the traditions and--what
is really important--keep on speaking the Armenian language.”
Indeed, this is one of the main goals of Los
Armenios itself, whose original compositions are
penned and performed in their native Armenian.
As artists, they hope to make Armenian culture
better known in Argentina. “What’s more,” adds
Giogourtzian, “we consider that through music
we can awaken the Armenians of the new generation to do something for Armenia and for the
diaspora--just as our exiled Great Parents did
for us.”
“Eternas Esperanzas” (“Eternal Hopes”),
the band’s latest album, is now available at the
band’s website losarmenios.com.

--Ani Nalbandian
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Anovnu Lyzovis Dag
hy.inag` Cricor Bludyan

On the
Tip of my
Tongue

French-Armenian author Krikor Beledian offers a Post-Structuralist
perspective on the age-old question of the Armenian Genocide: could
it be enough to just never forget?
#yd6ga-ovxaba,dov;ivnu (Post-Structuralism)
16006agan ;ovagannyrovn Fransa3i me] sgizp
a-av1 A3t =amanaga,r]anin ka.akagan
mdahocov;ivn co3ov;ivn ovner5 orowhydyv ovsano.nyru 3y.a’oqov;ivn gazmagyrba/ ein
ga-awarov;yan tem a3n nbadagow5 or hin
mda/ylagyrbn ov soworov;ivnnyru ‘oqovin yv
gytronanan ovsman yv cor/i wra31
#yd6ga-ovxaba,dov;ivnu cragan oj mun e5
ovr hy.inagu gartaxo.in crov;ivnu hasgnalov
m;nolorden tovrs gu hane yv gu ]ana3 za3n
m.ylov gartal a3n in[ or crova/ e` log gartalov
siro3n1 A3s oju g\ovze gartaxo.u crov;yan qoru
[;a’anxe5a3l yzragaxov;ivnnyrov hasni ;e
crova/in nbadagu i|n[ e1Hy.inagu himnagan
tyr [i qa.ar yv t=ovarov;ivn gov da3 un;yrxo.in hasgnalov crov;yan midk panin1N,anavor
temkyr yn` Dyridan5Fovkon ov Bar;ezu in[bes
nayv myr ca.ov;en` Cricor Bludyanu1
Oryve gyntani tebk mu 8iro.ov;yan9
,r]argovmin dag g\ina31A3t iro.ov;ivnu barz0ren iro.ov;ivn gu hamarovi18Iro.ov;ivnu9
‘asdovylov gariku [ovni5 orowhydyv abaxo3xu
nyrga3 e yv hanrov;yan go.me untovnova/ e1
<arovnagylow5 amen meg iro.ov;ivn ovni ir
lracro.u1A3t lracro.u grna3 paxa3a3d ullal gam al ko.argova/1 Paxa3a3d gam
ko.argova/5 lracro.u gu ‘or2e 2a3nu lsyli
tar2nyl5no3nisg qovlyrovn5orowhydyv dyso.ov;ene hy-axova/ hydyvanknyr grna3 gryl
3a]orto. syrovntnyrov wra31 #a]orto. syrovntnyrovn bardaganov;ivnn e mygnapanyl
min[yv isg amynen 3ydin manramasnov;ivnnyru5
orowhydyv a3t manramasnov;ivnnyrn yn5 oronk
bidi badgyrazartyn abaca3i timaci/u1
Iro.ov;ivn mu untovnylow5mynk myr an2u gu
badrasdynk 3a]ort ka3lyrovn yv [ynk mnar
=qdovmi gam myr=ovmi asdijanin me]1 Iro.ov;ivn mu myr=ylow5 myr imaxagan garo.ov;ivnu
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gu tatri ov mynk dagavin ga-[a/ gu mnank
anxyalin1
A3t wyr]in qo[untodin /acovm dalow5 mynk
myz gu cdnynk hz0r t=ovarov;yan mu timax1
Bludyan g\use7 8777Garyvoru mygnapanov;ivnn
e5 o[ ;e xavin5 da-abankin ngaracrov;ivnu777garyvoru777imasdn e5a3s poloru ima|sd
ovnin77791 A3o\5garyvor e5 or cidnank ;e
Tebku in[bes badahyxav5 orbeszi garynank
hasdadyl ga-[a/ mnalov myr badmov;yan
hazaravor syv 0ryrovn1 Saga3n5avyli garyvor
e hasgnal a3t Tebkyrovn masin oronx zoh
caxin sdovcabes =o.owovrtin gesen avylin71,500,000777 Mda/yxek wa3rgyan mu515
ancam 8Rose Bowl96u lyxova/1 Aryvmdaha3
craganov;ivn mu ampo.]owin ]n]ova/5lyzov ov
m,ago3; odnagoqova/ yv ;alanova/5S”IV_K
yv HA#ASDAN polorowin an]adova/1 A3s
e xavali iraganov;ivnu1In[be|s garyli e
anovanyl a3s gorovsdu1A3s e t=ovarov;ivnu5 or
Bludyan g\ovnyna3 8Anovnu Lyzovis Dag9 webin me]1
Im gar/ikows Bludyan gu qrade or
ha3ov;ivnu untovni Xy.asbanov;ivnu ipryv
iro.ov;ivn mu5 or cda/ e hama,qarha3in
jana[ovm ([ym usyr or bedk e tatryxnynk myr
artaratad ba3karu yv a,qarhi jana[man
/racirnyru) o[ ;e dagavin =qdovmi hancrovanin me] gu mnank (in denial)1
G\yn;atrym or 8Anovnu Lyzovis Dag96i clqavor nbadagn e` amranal (mdkow yv hocovow) yv
amraxnyl irarov5 untovnil Xy.asbanov;ivnu
ipryv iro.ov;ivn (accept the loss, let go, but not forget)5 3a-a] yr;alow nor craganov;ivn m,agylow
ov m,ago3; zarcaxnylow yv amynen garyvoru`
;a’ dal S’iv-ki yv Ha3asdani nyrga3 syrovntnyrov myr2yxman a,qadanknyrovn (engagement process between diaspora and homeland)1

6Sar0 Harovn

Ow e Ha3u
Who is the Armenian

Gorün

Gorivn

Arti0k anovn e ha3u5
Isg ;e anovn [e5
Arti0k did.os e ha3u5
Isg ;e did.os [e
Arti0k ba,d0n e ha3u5
Isg ;e ba,d0n [e
No3nisg anovn [e5
Yv did.os el [e
Pa in[ e ha3u1
Ha3u mi azc e
Pa3x ty- avylin
Na azcix el par2r
Mi zcaxovm e5
Ta ca.a’ar [e
Pa3x zcaxovm e
Hocov mi mas e
Marmnavorva/ azadov;ivn e
Da-abanknyri arda3a3dovm e
Hnov;ivnnyri sovrp ;ancaran e
:egovz hama,qarha3in ‘okramasnov;ivn
Anhadagan my/amasnov;ivn e ha3u
Ha3u mi =a3- e
Oru kantagvyl ov wank e ta-yl
Ha3u ba,d0n [e a3l ba,damovnk e
Ha3u henx =a3- [e
A3l Sovrp Cy.art e
Bid hbardanak mynk ha3 go[vylow
:o. linynk o[ mia3n hz0r ov weh5 amraxa/ sovrp =a3-5
A3l grynk a3nbisi mi sird5
Orovm wa-vovm yn Cy.arti m0myr5
Yv ;o. bahbanynk a3s =a3-u ,ky.
Or [hanc[i hangar/ myr srdovm wa-va/
Cy.arti m0mu
Anovn tar2nylow a3s ba,damovnku
Ha3 zcaxmovnku1
Anahid Yahjian
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Armenians in
Turkey Today

AN
OVERVIEW

Clement Saccorrani

Statues of Ataturk and Turkish flags, required by Turkish law to be displayed in every room and corridor, are ubiquitous and adorn the walls of all the schools in Turkey, including the Getronagan (Central) Armenian School.

by Ari Esayan
Currently, estimates place the
number of Armenians in Turkey
between 55,000 and 75,000. While
most of them belong to the Armenian Apostolic church, a small
portion of these Armenians are
Catholic or Protestant. The Armenian community is concentrated in
several districts in Istanbul including Bakirkoy, Sisli, Kurtulus, and
Samatya.
During Ottoman times, Armenians who obeyed the law got by
as long as they accepted a legal and
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social code that was different than
that which was applied to their
Muslim countrymen. However,
harsher methods—such as outright
killings and deportations—were
employed as the empire neared its
end, especially during the Hamidian and later transition years (the
Young Turk era) towards the new
republic.
Things changed following the
creation of the Turkish Republic.
One can say that the government
followed a certain “path,” rather
than the institutionalized segregation reminiscent of Ottoman times.
In other words, the Ottoman-style

discrimination became much more
discreet, yet was nevertheless still
prevalent. This newer “path” can
be described as an accumulation of
methods, such as: indirect intimidation of the minorities; arbitrary
laws that create and support legal
uncertainty; and policies that aim
to create weariness among the Armenian population to pass on its
religion, culture and language to
the next generation.
In 1942, along with the other
non-Muslim minorities, Armenians in Turkey were forced to
pay a wealth tax which was arbitrarily imposed to bring about the

impoverishment of non-Muslim
segments of Turkish society. As
an open example of the impetus behind such discriminatory
measures, the then Prime Minister Sukru Saracoglu delivered a
speech on August 5, 1942, where
he described the Turkish administration’s program and stated
that his nation is, “Turkish, proTurkish, and will always remain
pro-Turkish. As much as being
a blood matter, Turkishness is
also a matter of conscience and
culture. We want the authority
of neither monarchy nor capitalism, nor the authority of classes.
We only want the dominion of the
Turkish nation.”
Later, in the mid-1950s, Armenians and Greeks in Istanbul became the victims of Turkish mobs,
inflamed by the issue of Cyprus,
which rioted through their communities destroying personal property
churches and cemeteries with the
indirect help of the military.
Today, although Armenians
do have a legal minority status in
Turkey, their religious leadership
organs are not recognized in the
same way. For instance, the Armenian Patriarchate continues to this
day to seek legal recognition of its
status as patriarchates rather than
foundations. This particular problem prevents it from having the
right to own and transfer property
and train religious clergy.
Outright killings of Armenian
civilians do not occur anymore,
as far as we know; however, the
intensive anti-Christian (or, more
broadly, anti-foreign) propaganda
by the media outlets—which are
heavily influenced by the government—do result in attacks by nationalists on Armenian individuals,
churches and cemeteries. This is
especially true since the Armenian
community represents the largest
non-Muslim element in Turkey.
Even though it may not be appropriate to blame the entire Turkish
government for these attacks or

Clement Saccorrani
Slain journliast Hrant Dink’s grave at Balıklı Armenian Cemetery in Istanbul.

for the recent murder of journalist Hrant Dink, powerful elements
within the government are certainly responsible for them.
Furthermore, the Armenian
community in Turkey faces the
burden of often being blamed for
the country’s image problems
abroad. International Genocide
recognition efforts create resentment and public anger towards the
Armenian community. This active
anger is fueled by active propaganda which results in the creation
of a society where the average Armenian living in Turkey feels like
a stranger—despite the fact that he
or she is born in that country, and
is supposed to be a part of the fabric of Turkish society.
It is worth mentioning here
that Hrant Dink’s murder, along
with other developments, created
a slight ripple of change in public
opinion in Turkey during recent
years. More and more intellectuals have publicly recognized the
Armenian Genocide. Furthermore,
a group of intellectuals started an
apology campaign. However, it
is too early to say that the Turkish government or the people are
ready to do what is right. Apology

campaigns and seminars that shed
light on the Armenian Question are
not taken seriously by the authorities, and are resented by the vast
majority of the general public.
The problem seems to be that
the Turkish government is still
extremely worried about the Armenian Question; even an insignificant minority population that
has no right of association is recognized as a “potential threat to the
national security” by this government. This fright leads the government to create an environment in
which the average Armenian will
feel so uncomfortable that eventually they will end up emigrating
or losing their identity and assimilate.
The Genocide and the events
that led up to it caused the disappearance of a significant portion of
Armenian existence. In addition,
after the World War I, the political,
cultural and financial harassment
led to the present situation of Armenians in Turkey. The Armenian
community will not have much left
to recover if Armenians abroad do
not act to do something to protect
their compatriots from this new
way of oppression.
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Ma3ryni lyzov
min]yv wyr]

Fighting assimilation each
day, diasporan Armenians
musn’t forget that they are
armed with the greatest
weapon of all:
Language.

Anahid Yahjian
The sculpture of Armenian alphabet creator Mesrob Mashdots outside the Madenataran
museum in Yerevan has become an icon for the perseverance of the Armenian language.

8Azc baho.u5 irarov miaxno.u lyzovn yv havadkn yn1
@yzi g\usym5 ha3ox norahas yridasartnyr5 2yr lyzovn5
2yr havadku amovr bahyxek9
							
Qa[adovr Apowyan

Oryve azci co3adyvman a.pivru lyzovn e1
Ha3ox hamar ha3 lyzovn y.a/ e a43n garyvor
aztagu5 or garo.axa/ e gancovn bahyl ha3 azcu5 gr0nku5 m,ago3;u yv ha3ox
badmov;ivnu1
#a3dni [e ha3yren lyzovi badmagan /novntu5 saga3n 3sdag e5 or yrp Mysrob Ma,dox
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ha3 ciryrov civdu 3.axav5 arten isg co3ov;ivn
ovner ha3yren panagan lyzovn1
“asd0ren hazaravor darinyre i wyr
ha3yren lyzovn garo.axa/ e co3adyvyl =amanagi qo[untodnyrovn tem1 A3t govca3 ‘asdylov5 ;e ha3yrov co3adyvman hamar gynsagan
darru y.a/ e lyzovn1

Ulla3 ha3 =o.owovrti parcavaj taryrovn gam 0dar bydov;yanx p-nadirov;yan
dag5 ha3 lyzovn y.a/ e ha3 =o.owovrti
miasnaganov;yan a.pivru1
Darinyrov un;axkin5 pazmixs azcyr
‘or2a/ yn myz mo-xnyl dal myr lyzovn5 myr
inknov;ivnu gorsnxnylov nbadagow1 Saga3n5
;angacin a3s can2u5 or garyvoraco3n masnigu tar2a/ e myr inknov;yan bahbanman5
3a.;ahara/ e polor dysagi zi]ovmnyrovn1
Yv ancam mu yvs5 ha3 lyzovn tem hantiman
gu cdnovi darpyr dysagi badovhasi mu1
Badovhas mu5 or a,qarhi darpyr xamakamasyrov wra3 ha3yren q0so. darru irarme gu
darpyre1 Gu zcank arten5 or martox mdkin
me] dadamsovmnyr gam yrgmdanknyr co3ov;ivn
ovnin ha3 lyzovi bahbanman garyvorov;yan
masin5 namanavant a3sbisi 0dar a’yrov
wra31
#a3dni panaser McLuhan6i amynajan[ova/
q0skyren min e5 8The medium is the message95
a3sinkn` Mi]oxu badcamn e1
A3s ca.a’aren mygnylow5 grnank usyl5 ;e
taryr ,arovnag ha3 lyzovn y.a/ e a3n gabu
yv mi]oxu5 or =a-ancagan soworov;ivnnyrov
]ahu ‘oqanxa/ e syrovnte syrovnt1 A3=m5 a3t
mi]oxu y;e sgsi gorsovil gam gisad mna35 hydu
gu gorsovin nayv myr polor soworov;ivnnyru5
myr m,ago3;u yv myr inknov;ivnu1
Ha3yren lyzovn gabn e myr taravor
badmov;yan5 anor e]yru ngaracro. tebkyrovn yv 3a3dni ov an3a3d polor hyrosnyrovn
mi]yv1
Gorsnxnyl a3sbisi garyvor pan gu n,anage`
gorsnxnyl a3n badyrazmu5 or sgsav yrp xy.yr
yv azcyr oro,yxin myz wyraxnyl a3s a,qarhi
yrysen1
Ovrymn in[be|s bahbanyl ha3ox lyzovn1
In[be|s ba,dbanyl a3n in[5 or myz bahbana/ e a3skan taryr1 Tivrin [e41 Tivrin [e namanavant ngadi a-nylow5 or myr
=o.owovrtin my/ masu ir sy’agan ho.in wra3
[abrir1 Tivrin [e41 Antrata-nalow manavant a3n iro.ov;yan5 or 0dar parkyr ov
soworov;ivnnyr hydzhyde mas gu gazmyn myr
a-0rya3in ,ovki me] 2cylow ma3ryni lyzovn1
Tivrin [e5 y;e myr my/yru badrasd [yn
za3n myzi sorwyxnylov1 {3ovsahadink yridasartnyr1 {3ovsahadink4 yv a,qadink yv
bardatrynk5 or no3nisg y;e 0dar a’yrov
wra3 g\abrink5 no3nisg y;e myr /no.ku yrgrortagan gam yrrortagan gu ngade ha3yren lav

q0siln ov crylu5 ;o. myr bardaganov;ivnu
ulla35 myr bardku myr azcin5 or sorwink
ha3 lyzovn5 yv ‘oqanxynk a3t can2u ygo.
syrovntnyrovn1 Myr bahbanman harxu gu
sgsi hos1 Ovrymn myr armadnyru z0raxnynk
yv wyrata-nank myr ar=eknyrovn1
Mi]oxnyru ,ad yn1 Ha3 tbrox 3ajaqyl5
usd garyliov;yan5 yv tasdiaragovil nyrga3
;arcmani[nyrow` lavaco3n mi]oxnyren min e1
Saga3n dramatir anhadnyr grnan no3nisg
inkna,qadov;yamp z0raxnyl irynx ba,aru1
Grnan ar2anacrovil tasun;axknyrov5 gam
barzabes bardatryl ha3yren q0sagxov;ivnu
ha3gagan mi]awa3ryre nyrs1 Isg y;e a3s poloru angaryli yn5 bedk e mi]ox mu cdnyl5 or
garo.anank cone ;arcmanov;ivnnyrov mi]oxav
mynk myr ha3 craganov;yan /an0;anal1
An,ov,d
q0sku
grna3
darpyril ;arcmanov;ivnnyrov un;axkin5 saga3n
ca.a’aru no3nu gu mna31
Mi]oxnyru ,ad yn yv ivra3adovg polorin1 Gu mna3 or ivrakan[ivr ha3 yridasart
antrata-na3 garyvorov;ivnu ha3 lyzovi cor/a/ov;yan yv bahbanman yv ink j,te ;e
in[bes grna3 sorwil cor/a/yl a3s cy.yxig
lyzovn1

-Nora Arov,yan
H7#7T7 C7Y7M7
Lyvon <an; Masnajiv.

8+o.owovrt mu azc
go[ovylov yv azcyrov ,arkin tasovylov hamar5
anhra=y,d e5 or ovnyna3 lyzovn5 ha3rynik5 yv
paro3agan sgzpovnknyrow
0=dova/ gr0nk19
			
An/an0;
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New armenian
ministry seeks
to engage diaspora
Led by Hranush Hakobyan since its inception
in October of 2008. Its mission: to preserve,
utilize and repatriate the diaspora.

by Tamar Yardemian
Diasporan people have become increasingly common in the 21st century, as people immigrate into
more economically advanced countries in search for
better living opportunities. Yet it is quite uncommon
for small republics to dedicate a ministry of their
government to the diasporan entities of that country.
Does Armenia’s bold move of dedicating an entire
Ministry of Diaspora Affairs in October 2008 illustrate the importance of diasporans to the vitality of
the Republic of Armenia?
Either way, this is an unprecedented opportunity to fully engage diasporans in reconnecting with
their homeland both physically and emotionally. The
Ministry is an opportunity for an organized method
of connecting the Armenian government with its
people abroad.
The general goals of the Ministry have been emphasized through interviews with Hranush Hakobyan, the newly appointed head of Diaspora Affairs:
(1) Preservation of Armenian identity – culture, faith
and language; (2) Utilizing diasporans to empower
the homeland in progression; (3) Repatriation – return to the homeland and to one’s roots. These goals
are quite general and can be pursued through many
avenues. Thus far, Hakobyan has made several visits
abroad and has been speaking publicly about newly
initiated programs.
“Ari Tun” (“Come Home”) is the name of the campaign being launched to encourage diasporan tourism in Armenia, and thereby instigate spiritual and
financial efforts towards the development of Armenia. Another project has been titled “Days of Honor,”
where famous and influential diasporan Armenians
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will be celebrated in Armenia through specified days
named in their honor. Among these figures are actor
and musician Charles Aznavour, entrepreneur Kirk
Kerkorian and Alek Manookian. More substantial
examples of launched programs are the building of
ties with Armenians living in Latin America--a community in danger of alienation. The Ministry is facilitating educational programs to exchange teachers
and enter diasporan youth into Armenian universities. Educational programs and technological opportunities have taken the forefront of all news related
to the Ministry.
Are these programs nearly enough to fulfill the
goals of preservation, utilization and repatriation of
the diaspora? There are continuing conversations
about long-term implementations of these objectives. But the true question lies in the selection of the
goals themselves. What if all efforts were geared toward the broader objective of securing the existence
and future of Armenians at home and abroad? As we
enter the era of globalization in the 21st century, it
may be more realistic to work towards the unity and
continuity of the Armenian people across the world.
Unification not only by language and culture, but
also through citizenship, paying taxes, full cooperation in lobbying efforts and undenied opportunities
for employment of diasporan Armenians in the private, public and nonprofit sectors of Armenia and
Kharabagh.
As the Ministry of Diaspora Affairs works to engage us who live outside our homeland, we should
take the initiative to respond with opinions about our
destiny as diasporans.
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Turkey

TWO

November 2008

by Maro Siranosian
36 churches, 15 schools, 18 choirs, 3 newspapers, and
a handful of dance groups. This is the answer you will
likely get from an Armenian living in Istanbul if you ask
the question: “How many Armenian [insert institution
name here]’s are there in Istanbul?” If you asked a similar question to an Armenian in Beirut or Los Angeles,
chances are, you would not be satisfied with the answer
you received.
The Armenians of Turkey, mostly located in the city
of Istanbul, do not like to be referred to as a diaspora. After all, they are living on their ancestral lands and, along
with the Armenians of Iran, represent one of the oldest Armenian communities outside of Armenia proper.
Clement Saccorrani
Prior to 1915, there were over 4,000 Armenian churches Armenian varbeds (masters) dominate the silver trade in Turkey.
in Turkey and an estimated 2 million Armenians. Today,
the churches which remain are centered in Istanbul, with
of the Armenians we spoke with mentioned outright repressome others partly scattered across eastern Turkey, includsion, they are well aware of the subjects which they are to
ing a church in the village of Vakif (the only remaining ethavoid if they wish to live in relative peace and keep their
nic Armenian village in Turkey) located in the province of
churches and schools open. The murder of Hrant Dink, ediHatay near the Syrian border.
tor of the Armenian newspaper Agos based in Istanbul, is all
The Armenians in Turkey can be found in almost any too fresh in their memories. Dink, who was convicted by the
commercial sector and are well represented in most trades,
state under Article 301 and targeted by Turkish nationaland even dominate in some, like the silver trade in which
ists in January 2007, played a big role in chipping away at
Armenians have been working for over 600 years. They are
the taboo surrounding the topic of the Genocide and awoke
well integrated into Turkish society and generally enjoy the
people’s interest in the subject.
same rights as the average Turkish citizen. Of course, there
Living in Turkey as an Armenian seems to require someare some exceptions to this, as the community does not
what of an intricate balancing act. Oftentimes, efforts to sihave the right to teach Armenian history at their parochial
multaneously be “good citizens” of Turkey while still preschools.
serving their Armenian identities counter each other and
This past November, I had the opportunity to travel to
something has to give. In certain cases what gives in the end
Turkey with a photographer to work on a photo project is the former, but, according to the Armenian school prinabout Armenians living outside the Republic of Armenia.
cipals we spoke to, accepting that Armenian history will not
Almost every Armenian with whom we spoke in Istanbul
be taught is a relatively small price to pay to ensure that
expressed very positive feelings towards their Turkish comArmenian children have a school to attend where they can
patriots. They seemed not to hold grudges and recognized
learn the Armenian language with their peers.
certain events of the past as “history”; which, though they
Though I cannot speak for them, it seems that the Armebelieved should never be forgotten, they also felt should
nians of Turkey find themselves in a paradoxical situation,
have no place in dictating current relations.
struggling to preserve their Armenian identities, while at
Having been active in the Armenian community of Los
the same time being forced to sacrifice parts of that identity
Angeles, I had strong notions about what it meant to be Arto be able to remain Armenian.
menian. Those ideas changed when I moved to Yerevan two
Unlike the Armenian communities of Los Angeles and
years ago, and traveling to Turkey to meet with the ArmeBeirut, the Armenians of Turkey need to strive for balance
nian community has added yet another layer to this underwhile still dealing with the same issues of assimilation faced
standing.
by diasporan Armenian communities. Although some may
The Armenians of Turkey approach the issue of the
criticize the Armenians of Turkey for what they have seemGenocide, the most salient issue for most diasporans, with
ingly given up, it is important to realize that they are driven
much caution and prefer to live without drawing unnecesby a deep understanding of what it is they stand to lose and
sary attention to their community. Although not a single one
it is only to preserve this that they sacrifice so much.
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VISITS

Bulgaria
Dec. ‘08-Jan. ‘09

by Anahid Yahjian

1

This past winter, I recieved a grant from Occidental College to spend a month in Bulgaria
and conduct research on the assimilation of
the Armenian community there. I’d been back
to Bulgaria several times since first immigrating to the U.S. when I was a year old, but never
on such terms; what I expected to be a largely
educational journey turned out to be more personal than ever. Each day, I would come across
people and places that I discovered dual connections with--both as a member of my family
and of the Bulgarian-Armenian community.
1. The Armenian Center in Sofia houses offices for organizations, a book store,
meeting rooms and a functioning church imbedded in its unassuming, communist-era rectangular exterior. My parents were married and I was baptised here.
2. The concrete skeleton of St.Mary’s Church, designed by local architect Agop
Karakashian. Construction has been halted for months due to a lack of funds.
3. The Armenian section of the Sofia cemetary.
4. The historic quarter of Plovdiv, home to the largest and oldest
Armenian community in the country, was once known as “Armenian Hill”--local Armenians still affectionately refer to it as such.
5. Plovdiv’s St. Kevork Apostolic Church and Armenian school
currently has 250 students of mixed ethnicities, most Armenian.
My paternal grandfather was an elementary school student here.
6. My maternal grandfather prepares assignments and lectures
for his students on his custom-made Armenian typewriter. He is a
professor of Armenian Studies at the University of Sofia.
7. Zaven Sargsyan, founder of the Sergei Paradjanov museum in
Yerevan, gave a lecture
on Armenian architecture to the Armenian
Studies majors--all
ethnically Bulgarian.

2

3

4

7
Photos by
Anahid Yahjian
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Armenian life on
hellenic Soil
by Thora Giallouri
The Armenian presence on Hellenic ground dates back to antiquity. In
fact, many villages and areas in Greece
are named after the Armenian communities that lived there in ancient
times. Until 1890 though, Armenians
in Greece counted less than 1000 people. They only took the character and
feeling of a Diaspora after 1921-1922
due to the Asia Minor Holocaust, when
close to 80,000 Armenian refugees fled
the area along with 1,000,000 Greeks.
Before their mass arrival in Greece,
some Armenians, particularly those
who had fled the 1894-1896 massacres, managed to establish the first
Armenian Church in 1905. Some years
later, in 1921 Dikran Chayan became
the first ambassador to represent the
Republic of Armenia in Greece. During
that same time, from 1921 to 1923, the
two countries established proper diplomatic relations, with Armenia opening up two consulates in Athens and
Thessaloniki.
A Refugee Community
By 1923, Athens had 26,000 Armenian refugees, with thousands more
spread throughout the rest of Greece.
But the number of Armenians on Greek
territory began to shrink soon after, as
more and more sought asylum in other
parts of the world. By the end of the
1920s, the Armenian population in all
of Greece totaled only about 42,000.
In the years that followed, the number
of Armenians in Greece continued to
decrease as they immigrated to Argentina, Canada, and the U.S. A large portion of the community also left in 1947
during the repatriation drive to Soviet
Armenia. Ever since then, their number has remained more or less steady;
around 18,000-20,000 people, most of
them residing in Athens, Thessaloniki
and northern Greece.
Community Life
The Armenian Blue Cross, with financial help from their U.S. chapter,
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as well as members of the community,
was able to establish Armenian kindergartens, elementary schools and
high-schools throughout Greece. Until the Armenian community was able
to stand on its feet, those charitable
organizations undertook the task of
feeding, lodging, clothing and offering
health services to the refugees and orphans.
These organizations also dedicated
themselves to maintaining strong cohesion within the community, encouraging the teaching of the Armenian
language and history, and preserving
the Armenian culture and tradition.
The community was built in large part
through the work of Armenian schools,
financial support to Greek-Armenian
press, the issuing of grants and scholarships to Greek-Armenian students,
the establishing of a blood-bank, the
hosting of camps for poor children and
adolescents, as well as through cooperation with many other Greek-Armenian foundations.
As the years passed, the community found itself less and less in need of
philanthropic contributions. The economic boom of the 80s and Greece’s
membership in the European Economic Community- the precursor of
the European Union- enabled GreekArmenian businesses, along with the
rest of the population, to flourish. The
vast majority of Armenians own businesses that can be described from successful to very successful, while many
occupy themselves in administrative
positions within the community and
artistic professions. Only recently,
have Armenians begun to seek careers
in academics, entering the social sciences to study fields such as political
science, history, public administration,
psychology and journalism.
A Cause to Rally Behind
Prosperity offered the community
the opportunity to help Armenians
elsewhere; funds were allocated to
face the difficulties that tormented
then Soviet Armenia and still torment

the Republic of Armenia. On numerous occasions throughout the 90s, the
Greek-Armenian community mobilized to assist the emergent Republic of
Armenia, contributing greatly to relief
efforts after the 1987 earthquake.
But it was not until the outbreak of
the Karabakh conflict that humanitarian aid to Armenia became a systematic
effort adopted by the Greek Armenian
community. Greece was one of the first
countries to offer asylum to Armenian
refugees fleeing Azeri aggression. The
community mobilized itself along with
the Hellenic State to address the difficulties Armenia faced during its first
years of independence, mobilizing aid
to combat famine, the lack of fuel resources, the stranglehold caused by the
Turkish-Azeri blockade. Two kindergarten schools were also established in
Nagorno-Karabakh due to donations
from the Armenians of Greece.
After 2000, financial aid to Armenia also took on the character of
investments in Armenia’s economy
from Greek corporations. Unfortunately, such ventures are still limited
due to the difficulties investors face in
Armenia’s market. There have, however, been examples of successful cooperation such as the launch of a Hellenic
Aid Chapter. The chapter, managed in
collaboration with the Greek ANC, is
responsible for collecting fruit crops
and pushing them in other European
countries’ markets.
Challenges
Despite these accomplishments,
the community finds itself facing some
serious challenges. Years of prosperity have created an environment of
political and cultural apathy among
the community’s younger generation.
A very serious generational gap also
exists in the community. The older
generation, in a sense, retired from
cultural and political life after Greece
recognized the Armenian Genocide in
1996. While the younger generation,
born into assimilation, is largely apathetic to pan-Armenian issues outside

their own community. Traditionally,
the majority of the community had
supported the Armenian Revolutionary Federation and thus, participated
in the activities of the Greek ANC. But
having grown up in a prosperous environment, the younger generation had
very little incentive or encouragement
to become active in Armenian issues.
Although integration is very important
for an ethnic community’s ability to
thrive in a host country, the fact that
Armenians did too well within Greek
society, may eventually cost them their
identity.
One could expect that residing in
a more than friendly state would have
led Armenians in Greece to fight
harder for Armenian interests
and set grander goals than simply providing humanitarian aid
to Armenia in times of need.
This not being the case, the outside observer is led to the conclusion that social success, as
well as success in the genocide
recognition issue, may have given reason for the community to
rest on its laurels.
Even though political parties
have expressed their support on
Greek-Cypriot issues and have
urged the Hellenic state to act
in the case of Karabakh, there
has not been much done other
than verbal expression. Cooperation
between the community and the Greek
government in common areas of interest is nonexistent, while representation
of Armenians in the Greek Parliament
has been limited to one single occasion, once when Kevork Papazian was
elected to the Parliament for the 19201924 session.
When observing the community
one is presented with an image of older
members idly watching the course of
events, void of ideas that will rejuvenate the political will and movement of
a younger generation. Despite the existence of an Armenian Youth Federation chapter, Greek-Armenian youth
seems to mobilize itself only once a
year in the month of April, with the
organized events receiving minimal
media coverage and the attendance of
people decreasing each year.
It was only 20 years ago that the
Greek-Armenian community presented a more vivid and militant image of
Armenian activism, now the political
element is steadily wearing off.

The community seems to be active
only through holding cultural events;
the quantity of cultural, athletic and
educational associations shows the
great tendency and talent of the community towards the arts and letters.
Each year, many dance, music and
theater performances are held, usually
organized by the Hamazkayin Association, while the Homenetmen Association has a soccer, basketball and
volleyball team under its wings along
with the Armenian Boy Scouts. In addition to that, the charity foundations
mentioned above organize bazaars and
camps, where children and youngsters
from Armenia participate in cultural

activities.
Since 2001, there has been an exchange of cultural groups between
Greece and Armenia through the Sister Cities Association. The Halandri
municipality in the greater Athens
area is now sister-cities with Noyemberian. Through this relationship, the
aforementioned municipality has been
able to offer assistance for the renovation of Noyemberian’s main square,
the set-up of a public computer and
web classroom and the reconstruction
of public streets. On a similar base,
the Nea Smyrni municipality donated
medical machinery and street-cleaning
vehicles to Sissian while the city of Korinthos is now connected to Vanatsor.
Thanks to cultural events, the few
Armenian schools left in Greece and
the existence of two newspapers and
a periodical, the majority of GreekArmenians are still able to speak their
mother language. Unfortunately, the
importance of the written language
has also been neglected by a large part
of the community and gradually fewer

and fewer people know how to write in
Armenian.
Another matter of concern is the
influx of economic immigrants from
Armenia in the past years; their numbers are estimated around 20,000
people. That means that they count almost the same as the traditional diaspora in Greece, even though they find
themselves in a significantly worse
position. Most of them do not speak
Greek and have a hard time integrating into Greek society. However, the
community has exerted much effort to
helping them in any way possible, offering work positions and providing for
their education. It is of great interest
whether newly arrived Armenians
will trigger the inactive and indifferent community to take action
in a more meaningful way, thus
ensuring, for the new generation
of Greek-Armenians, a more sustainable community.
Will the community be able to
preserve its Armenian element in
20 years from now? Chances are
gloomy. Being an active and informed citizen within one’s community is no easy task. It takes
time, effort, knowledge and passion. And if there is no passion,
then the community is bound to
lose its character and motivation.
The only solution would be for the
younger generation to wake up, realize
the favorable position in which it has
evolved all these years and take advantage of it to pursue Armenian interests
more effectively.
Unfortunately, the Greek-Armenian community has failed to do that
partially because it did not entrust
its organization and management to
professionals. That is Armenians with
a background in history, politics and
the social sciences--people who would
make the pursuit of Greek-Armenian
interests a profession and not a once-aweek activity by people passionate, but
nevertheless unable to thoroughly occupy themselves with the needs of the
community and the Armenian state.
The community, as it grew, became
too comfortable and did not make
use of its prosperity the way it should
have. It has also shown stubbornness
in changing its ways when the need for
evolution was evident. One can only
hope that the new generation of Armenian scientists and students will aspire
to bring about a much needed change.
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from baku
to mls:

Yura
Movsisyan

by Ani Nalbandian
Only 21, Yura Movsisyan has already played on
two MLS professional soccer teams, competed with
the best players in Europe, and is being sponsored by
Adidas. But he did not reach his goal of becoming a
professional soccer player by just wishing for it.
Movsisyan was born on July 6, 1987 in Baku,
Azerbaijani SSR, Soviet Union. As a boy he learned
to play soccer on the streets of his hometown and
grew to love the game. Unfortunately being in Baku
as an Armenian was not safe, especially during the
pogroms of the late 1980s and 1990s.
Armenians generally were not respected or tolerated in Baku and, in 2000, Movsisyan and his family
fled Azerbaijan to come to the United States. They
were able to move to Pasadena, Calif., where they
started a new life, with new hopes and dreams. This
is where his dreams truly started to come true.
He quickly joined an organized soccer club called
Lazio FC. When asked what drew him to join the
team, he replied, “I had a lot of love for soccer ever
since I was a child. I wanted to be a professional soccer player and I felt proper training was key.” He
went on to join two more club soccer teams: Flyers
FC, and Arsenal.
Movsisyan explains that maintaining his Armenian identity was initially a daunting task, but he
vowed he would never forget where he or his family
came from. “Soccer did help me feel more comfortable to be in the United States,” he explains, “and it
was a way for me to get away from the rest of the
world, it made me feel really happy.” Even though
Yura’s life is and was completely surrounded by soccer he didn’t forget about his roots. He maintained
his culture by doing what he knew best: every year
he would play Forward for the Homenetmen “Azadamard” soccer team at the Navasartian Games.
The young Movsisyan also attended Pasadena
High School (PHS), playing for his school and his future mentor, Cherif Zein. He shattered the PHS goal
record by seven goals, making 32 goals in 13 games.
“Breaking the record in high school was nice,” recalls
Movsisyan. “During the season it wasn’t the amount
of goals I wanted to make, for me it was just making
goals till the end and it was nice to have it on my
resume.”
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While living in the United States and even in Baku,
Movsisyan did not attend any Armenian Schools.
“The other day, I went to Pilibos Armenian School to
speak,” says Movsisyan, “and that is the only time I
have ever been inside an Armenian School.” Yet, to
this day, he knows how to read and write fluently in
Armenian.
After high school Movsisyan moved on to college soccer. While, at first, he was not very interested
in attending college, his mind was quickly changed
after his mentor Cherif told him that if he played
for Pasadena City College (PCC) for one season, he
would guarantee that professional coaches would
see him. Movsisyan played his heart out, becoming
the MVP of the Pacific League, scoring 18 goals in
19 games, and accounting for half of his team’s goals
for that season. Cherif’s promise proved to be true as
he was pronounced eligible for the MLS draft within
three months of playing for PCC.
Movsisyan’s dream had finally come true. He was
a professional soccer player playing for Kansas City.
“It was a dream come true playing for Kansas City. It
was the best feeling actually attaining my goal,” says
Movsisyan. He admits, however, that, “I did feel out
of place being in Kansas City, not being with my family or other Armenians.”
Since then Movsisyan has moved on to play for
the MLS soccer team Real Salt Lake. This past season
he scored eight goals and assisted one goal. When
asked what his goals are for the upcoming season his
answer was, “to score more goals and be healthy.”
This past summer, Movsisyan was invited to play
at a tournament hosted by Adidas called “Generation
Adidas”—where the best in the MLS are asked to compete. For the future, Movsisyan has his sights set on
one day playing for a soccer club in Europe. “Eventually I want to end up playing in Europe whether its
next year or in the next five years, I really want to
go,” says the ambitious Movsisyan. “Any good team
in Europe is fine with me; any good team would be
good.” Currently, he is also hosting a soccer camp
in Arcadia, Calif., where he is teaching and training
many young athletes. Movsisyan will also continue
to play for Real Salt Lake this upcoming season.

“NEW”/“OLD”
DIASPORA:

SALVATION IN
POWER OF UNITY
by Mikael Kourinian
For countless centuries Armenians have migrated to
various parts of the world, seeking a safer environment
to conduct business and live their lives in relative peace.
Especially after the collapse of the last Armenian kingdom in Greater Armenia, Armenians were left defenseless against barbaric hordes that ravaged our country
and forced thousands to seek refuge in foreign lands. The
20th century in particular was unmerciful for the Armenians, when one million and a half million Armenians
were massacred by the Turks and the rest left to wander
to distant corners of the world.
We are all aware of the Diaspora communities that
formed as a result of the Genocide, as most of us can trace
our roots back to Western Armenia along with the migration of our surviving relatives to countries like Iran,
Lebanon, France, Argentina, etc. These communities
have since flourished, and many Armenians have rooted
themselves in all aspects of life in those countries. Many
have preserved their culture, language and family name,
by interacting with fellow Armenians through community
and social organizations.
Although these developments tend to be associated
with the ‘traditional’ Armenian Diaspora communities,
my interest here is to focus on the newer generation of
migrants from Armenia.
Armenians from Soviet Armenia began immigrating
to the West as early as the 70’s. Larger waves of migrants
followed soon after in the 80’s and 90’s. For example,
between 1980 and 1988 it is estimated that 112,000 people emigrated out of Armenia. From 1991 to 1996, another 667,000 Armenians, 18% of the population, left the
homeland. A large number found themselves in places
such as the United States, one of the traditional Armenian Diaspora communities.
For the older communities, Armenians from Armenia seemed different, speaking a different dialect and
having mannerisms almost alien to them. As wave after
wave moved to various parts of Europe, and the Americas, we witnessed some resistance from the traditional
communities towards the recent immigrants. Communication was the major barrier, as the older communities
adapted words from the host country whereas the Arme-

nians from Armenia, under Russian influence, frequently
utilized Russian words. For instance, the word tomato
for an Armenian from Armenia is a “pamidor”-Russian,
and for a western Armenian, a cart is an “araba”- Arabic.
Unfortunately, a host of minute problems such as these
created rifts among the community, especially in the Los
Angeles area.
While some may choose to focus on these trivial differences and seek to exacerbate stereotypes, it is important
for us as a people to rise beyond these minor obstacles
and take a practical look at the very serious challenges
facing our nation. It is a fact that the majority of Armenians currently live abroad, making the imperative for us
to unite in the Diaspora even more critical. We should acknowledge our commonalities and common interests as
a people exiled to foreign lands. Given our situation, we
simply cannot afford to be divided.
Furthermore, we should seek to utilize the advantages
our position presents for our nation. Unlike other ethnicities, Armenians speak countless languages and have
a keen understanding of the mindset of various cultures
worldwide. These skills can help us build Armenia’s
economy and political ambitions in today’s increasingly
globalized community.
Let us look beyond the differences and realize that one
type of Armenian is not superior to the other. We must
embrace our differences and utilize all available resources
to further our interests.
Speaking from my experience as an Armenian who
moved from Armenia to Los Angeles in the early, I have
accepted all Armenians as my equals and actively cooperated with all organizations—traditional Diasporan and
the ‘new’ Armenians from Armenia—to push our cause
forward. I would like to see all of us work more cooperatively in the future and pool our collective resources for
our nation’s common interests.
The days of division and alienation within our community must come to an end if we want to see a strong
and prosperous Armenia. We have several challenges
to overcome as a nation and we cannot be hampered by
petty, antiquated differences. We must embrace our commonalities and organize together, around our points of
unity. This is the only way our people can move forward.
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THE “RISIN SON”
OF HIP HOP

a conversation
with R-Mean

The Armenian-American community of Southern California can be proud to count one of its very own as a “Rising Son” in that segment of the Hip-Hop community still
striving for substance and talent when at the microphone.
We are referring to R-Mean (Armin Hariri), a seasoned
Los Angeles rapper who is perhaps best known in the Armenian community for his track, “Open Wounds,” which
deals with the pain and injustice of the Armenian Genocide.
R-Mean recently released his latest album “Risin Son”
Visit www.myspace.com/RMEAN for details.
How did you first become interested in Hip-Hop
and a career in music?
As much as Hip-Hop was everything to me, I never thought
I could be a part of it musically. It never even crossed my
mind. But I used to get a lot of single cd’s that had instrumentals on it and one day I was listening to the ‘Paparazzi’
beat by Xzibit and I just started flowing. Then, gradually, a
hobby turned into my main passion in life.
You grew up in Amsterdam for the better part of
your youth. How did that influence you as an artist?
As an artist anything you experience influences you and
your art in some way, so absolutely. The lifestyle and mentality you grow up with is different than if you would grow
up here in LA, for example. But most of the type of Hip-Hop
I was exposed to growing up in Holland was really different as well. To this day Hip-Hop is in a more pure form out
there than here so I grew up with a great sense of what HipHop was really meant to be.
Which artists would you like to work with?
There are a lot of artists I would love to work with. I get
excited when I see real talent, no matter what style or genre
of music. In regards to Armenian artists I would love to collaborate with Serj Tankian, of course, and I would love to
do something with Jivan Gasparian. I am a big fan of using Armenian instruments and influences in my music. As
far as Hip-Hop artists and producers there are too many to
name but, of course, all the great ones like Eminem, Fifty
Cent, Nas, Jay-Z.
Can you talk about the track “Open Wounds”?
The first time I wrote a song about the Armenian Genocide
is when I took an Armenian History class in college. I wrote
the whole song in class. After that, Blind and I did a couple
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tracks but every time it wasn’t the one. So when we were
working on the Broken Water album we thought let’s do another one but this has to be “the one.”
I had the idea to use duduk in the beat so I got a bunch of
CD’s with duduk stuff on them and brought them to Blind
for him to sample. I had also met Soseh, the girl that sings
the chorus, at UCLA and so I already knew I wanted her on
the song too. Once Blind created the beat, I wrote my verses
and Soseh came up with the idea of doing the chorus in Armenian and using “Kilikia.” It just all came together perfectly, and when it was done we definitely knew it was “the
one.”
I think the song conveys the message perfectly both in words
and emotion. The best thing for me was that so many nonArmenians learned about the Genocide through that song
because people that don’t speak Armenian still get the message through the raps and the emotion and pain through
Soseh’s voice. Hopefully one day we can still push the song
to an even greater audience.
What inspired you to write a song about the Armenian Genocide?
I was raised with the Armenian Cause instilled in me from a
young age so it was always important to me. I want my music to convey an important message and I always knew that I
wanted to express the pain and frustration I feel about 1915
and pay tribute to the 1.5 million Armenians that were annihilated during the Armenian Genocide through my music.
I always wanted to help somehow but just going to protests
and all that wasn’t enough for me. Once I started making
music I knew my voice can be heard and especially the
youth—which is the most important portion of the population but, at the same time, the hardest to reach—can be
educated.
Can you explain the title of your new album?
The Risin Son is a nickname I acquired years ago....It symbolizes the rise of the next generation....the next generation
of Hip-Hop. Originally it was just going to be a mixtape of
some of my unreleased material but as we were putting it
together it sounded so good that we had to make it a complete album. Ras Teo and Soseh are featured on the album
as well as Romeo from the Goodfellas, Roscoe from DPG,
and a few other guest appearances. It’s an incredibly well
put together album and if you love Hip-Hop you’re going to
love this album.

Thank You.
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